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Executive Summary  

 Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) projects “renewable energy sources are set to represent 

almost three quarters of the $10.2 trillion the world will invest in new power generating technology 

until 2040, thanks to rapidly falling costs for solar and wind power, and a growing role for batteries, 

including electric vehicle batteries, in balancing supply and demand.”  This will be accompanied by 

the global phase out of coal power, both the IEA and BNEF predict. 

 Japan is unique among G7 nations in that it is adding to its domestic coal power generation 

capacity counter to the global coal phase out trend with roughly 45 new coal plants in the 

pipeline.  In parallel with this, its public finance assistance of power projects overseas is primarily 

directed at coal-power with a pipeline of 30GWs of coal projects, mainly in Southeast Asia. 

 While Japanese solar PV companies were key players in the early 2000s, the Chinese, US and 

European solar and wind sectors now dominate these fast-growing global markets.  The IEA notes 

this dominance is in part due to strong domestic renewable energy policy in these countries.  This 

policy support accelerated growth from 2012 onwards, notably in China and Europe, at a time when 

Japan's shifted its focus to the expansion of coal powered generation, a position likely to leave it 

isolated from global trends. 

 This research concludes that while Japan has surrendered an early lead in solar PV technology, it still 

retains core R&D and manufacturing competences in Li Ion storage, components and key materials 

from which to succeed in the still evolving renewables markets.  This success will likely depend on it 

pivoting away from its coal based power generation plans with far more focus on solar and wind.  

 This research also finds that the Japanese government's pursuit of coal power generation over more 

accelerated renewable power is misaligned with the business interests of the majority of large 

Japanese companies.  53% of the Nikkei top 100 companies (representing almost 140 trillion yen of 

market value and employing over 3.5 million) have business models that would prefer proliferation 

of renewable electricity generation, both in Japan and globally, compared to coal.  Very few have any 

preference for the coal value chain. 

 A range of Japanese companies have interests in renewable electricity related markets.  Construction 

and real estate firms have interests in construction and operation of wind, biomass and solar 

facilities as well as 'zero carbon' buildings that integrate renewable generation.   Japanese materials 

and technology firms (Asahi Kasei, Toray, Panasonic) have global strengths in lithium-ion batteries, 

https://about.bnef.com/new-energy-outlook/
https://about.bnef.com/new-energy-outlook/
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-c960b7021b67173d994a84276d6b2a66
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materials for solar cells, and carbon fiber products for use in wind turbines.  Japanese automotive 

makers are global leaders in EV technologies that may benefit in many markets where convergence 

with renewable electricity becomes apparent.   Conversely there are very few leading Japanese 

companies with the coal value chain key to their business models. 

n The research also considers the Energy Procurement strategy of the top 100 Japanese companies. 

Here, 61% of the companies have a preference for renewable generated electricity over coal, based 

on a detailed study of their existing and future energy procurement plans.  One large Japanese firm 

(Ricoh) has pledged to procure 100% of its power from renewables while many (e.g. Sony) tie their 

renewables strategies to ambitious greenhouse gas emission reduction targets.

n A September 2017 report from Japan's Renewable Energy Institute argues that Japan may be 

overbuilding domestic coal power and estimates that its fleet of coal plants could be operating 

at 50% or less of capacity by 2026 (down from 80% currently) due to mismatch of supply and demand, 

presenting real business risk to the Japanese power sector and its lenders.

n Industrial and energy policy formulation in Japan is largely concentrated in the hands of The Japan 

Business Federation, or Keidanren (representing industry), The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 

(METI) (representing the bureaucracy) and the Cabinet (representing elected politicians). The stated 

position of all three is support for the development of large-coal power generation by the existing 

regional power companies over rapid scaling up of solar and wind power in a more liberalized electricity 

generation market place.

n An analysis of the representation within the METI-Keidanren-Cabinet triangle of power shows the 

predominance of influence by a few companies from the power, energy intensive and fossil fuel 

sectors.  Industry representation from technology, automotive, telecommunications and homebuilding/

construction is weak.  The influence of other stakeholders such as trade unions, NGOs, local 

government, media, civil society group, other government ministries and overseas interests within the 

energy policy making process is marginal.

n Softbank is Japan's 6th largest company by revenue and one of its fastest growing.  It has strong 

ambitions in the renewable energy value chain globally and its top management has voiced support for 

stronger Japanese and overseas policy enabling renewable energy proliferation.  It is likely that more of 

such companies and sector trade associations whose business models favour renewables need to break 

ranks with the official position of the Keidanren and speak out for stronger policy support, in both 

domestic and overseas energy policy, to promote renewables over coal. 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-405ac102469a9258da5074cfb14c3479
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-c1bb2cf6e228b130ef21a3c4c29b4dec
https://influencemap.org/score/Ricoh-Q3-D1-410366ef9c79195619e9623124e79c7c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-edfa90ab2b8e1e67cf8d140aa1d71478
http://www.renewable-ei.org/en/activities/reports_20170720.php
http://www.keidanren.or.jp/en/profile/pro001.html
http://www.keidanren.or.jp/en/profile/pro001.html
http://www.meti.go.jp/english/aboutmeti/profiles/aMinister.html
http://www.meti.go.jp/english/aboutmeti/profiles/aMinister.html
http://www.cao.go.jp/index-e.html
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-d6ba02781466a46db4f48f287df68168
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Global Renewable Energy Trends 

Introduction 

The following is not intended as a comprehensive analysis of renewable energy and its markets but rather a 

summary of two widely regarded sources on the subject.  It is intended to define the scope of this analysis of 

Japanese corporations.  We consider data and analysis by the International Energy Agency (IEA) and Bloomberg 

New Energy Finance (BNEF) both of whom provide global and country level analysis of renewable energy 

markets considering renewable energy in terms of electricity generation, transport and heat.  While there is no 

accepted and clear definition of the detailed constituents of renewable energy markets, these two sources 

consider the following terminology to describe these markets.  

 

Renewable Energy 
Business Areas Examples of IEA Terminology Examples of BNEF Terminology 

Renewable Electric Power 

Technology, services and infrastructure 

related to hydro, wind, solar, bioenergy, 

geothermal and ocean electricity 

generation 

Technology and services related to biofuels, 

biomass & waste, geothermal, marine, 

power transmission, hydro, solar, wind, 

batteries, demand response 

Renewable Transport and 

Heat 

Technology and fuel supply related to 

biofuels for transport and heating 

Technology and fuel supply related to 

biofuels, biomass and waste for transport 

and heating 

 

 

Renewable Electricity Markets 
In its Medium-Term Renewable Energy Market Report 2016 the International Energy Agency (IEA) looks at 

energy market trends to 2021 and notes that:  

"Global renewable electricity generation is expected to grow by 36% between 2016 and 2021, faster than any 

other source; its share in global power output will reach almost 28% in 2021. Non-hydro renewables are 

expected to lead this growth. Between 2015 and 2021, solar PV generation is forecast to triple and wind to 

double, while hydropower only grows by 13%."   

China and the US are the largest markets and India's renewable capacity is predicted to double between 2016 

and 2021.  The report notes that renewables represented 70% of global new investment in power generation, 

https://www.iea.org/
https://about.bnef.com/
https://about.bnef.com/
https://www.iea.org/bookshop/734-Medium-Term_Renewable_Energy_Market_Report_2016
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or $288 billion, in 2015 with solar and wind making up 68% of this $ amount.  It notes that consistent 

government regulation favoring renewables over fossil fuels is the main driver of growth in a particular country 

where renewable electricity is growing strongly.  The IEA notes further that the above estimates are a base case 

and points to an "accelerated case" where the pace of renewable expansion, particularly in Asia, will be far 

higher if the INDCs submitted by countries as part of the UN FCCC Paris Agreement are implemented in full. 

Bloomberg New Energy Finance provides more details and long-term projections to 2040 of how global new 

electricity generation capacity and investment will develop in the future, illustrated in the following two charts. 

Gross global generation capacity additions & decommissioning, BNEF 

 

The above projections highlight the dominance of wind, solar and battery related technologies in new electricity 

capacity and from 2020 onwards and the global phase out of coal generated electricity.  BNEF also predicts that 

the proportion of fossil fuels in the global electricity generation mix will fall from 63% in 2017 to 40% by 2040.  

In contrast, renewable electricity generation will increase from 26% in 2017 to 51% in 2040, evenly split 

between solar, wind, and all other forms of renewable generation.   

BNEF also projects investment in new electricity generation capacity in the same time frame. 
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Investment in new generation capacity by technology (2016), BNEF 

($ Figures refer to total amount in each 5-year period) 

 

 

Expressed in terms of US$ investment this shows even more the dominance of renewable energy in global 

electricity markets in the short and long term.  By 2020, BNEF predicts that around 50% of all new electricity 

generation capacity and investment will be made in Asia.  Thus, both the IEA and the BNEF data point to the 

same key trends. 

 Expressed in both generation capacity (GW) and US$ investment terms, the bulk of the growth and 

activity in new electricity generation markets is in renewables, mainly solar and wind, particularly 

following 2020. 

 The bulk of these markets and growth are in Asia Pacific. 

 Coal related electricity generation markets appear to be in long term decline, accounting for a very small 

and shrinking portion of new generation capacity when considered globally. 

Detailed data on Japan's electricity generation into the future, in terms of its domestic capacity and overseas 

(mainly Southeast Asia) capacity it is financially assisting with is presented later in this report.  The Japanese 

government projects that by 2030 all renewables will account for around 22% of electricity generation with coal 

accounting for 26%.  While the IEA does not provide projections globally to 2030, BNEF in its "Japan Outlook" 

projects overall electricity demand will fall by 2030 and that all renewables will account for 28% of this and coal 

will account for 38%.  The larger share of coal for Japan from the BNEF projections compared to Japanese 

government figures is attributed to the increase in new coal generation projects approved in Japan recently. 

Despite these differences in projections, it is clear Japan's domestic and Southeast Asia regional focus on new 

coal is counter to wider global and Asia-wide market trends that point to a far more rapid growth in renewables 

accompanied by a coal phase-out.   
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 Japanese companies have significant potential business interests in the global markets for electricity 

generation technology and infrastructure with a $10.2 trillion investment between 2017 and 2040, 

especially in Asia.   

 As a nation with no fuel resources of its own, the majority of these business interests are far more closely 

aligned with the technology and equipment driven renewable value chain than the coal value chain.   

 This will be shown in a detailed and systematic manner in the next chapter by looking at the businesses 

of the Nikkei 100 top Japanese companies. 

 

Convergence of Renewable Electricity and Electric Vehicle Markets 
The IEA renewable energy market report also comments on the growth in electric vehicles (EV), growth of 

roughly 40% per year in unit volume globally, far higher than the overall vehicle market in general. Electric cars 

include battery electric vehicles (BEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), and fuel-cell electric vehicles.   

"The global electric car fleet has been scaling up rapidly since 2010, with BEV uptake slightly ahead of PHEV 

uptake and 80% of the electric cars on the road located in the United States, China, Japan, Norway and the 

Netherlands […] Battery costs have been cut by a factor of four since 2008, while energy density increased by a 

factor of five."    

It notes the increasing convergence of renewable electricity and EV proliferation.  "Investment in EV roll-out can 

support this transition (to renewable electricity) by providing opportunities to integrate variable renewable 

energy generation."  

BNEF considers BEVs and PHEVs in its analysis of the sector and has a base case of the two types making up 40% 

of new passenger vehicles by 2040, with strong growth in China especially.  BNEF also offers a similar analysis of 

the convergence of renewable electricity and EVs in a note from its Chairman that states EV proliferation will 

provide advantages for electric power generation markets in three important ways:  

 Automotive battery technology and cost advances will benefit installation of storage capacity, particularly 

solar and wind generation where cost effective storage can smooth the generation profile. 

 Battery powered vehicles, whilst increasing electricity demand, will play a key role in balancing grid supply 

and response if connected to the grid.   

 Consumers will be able to charge their vehicles directly from their home domestic solar installations 

moderated by the automotive battery.   

https://about.bnef.com/blog/liebreich-mccrone-electric-vehicles-not-just-car/
https://about.bnef.com/blog/liebreich-mccrone-electric-vehicles-not-just-car/
https://about.bnef.com/blog/liebreich-mccrone-electric-vehicles-not-just-car/
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Tesla Inc. is striving to combine these synergies into one business model, providing electric vehicles, solar 

technology and grid connectivity solutions.  The company is now the most valuable US automotive company 

(ahead of GM and Ford) indicating the market sees a huge opportunity in the convergence of these markets. 

About the analysis in this report 

The analysis in this report scores business activities and future strategy Japanese companies with regards to 

renewable energy markets.  It is primarily concerned with renewable electricity generation markets - technology, 

infrastructure and services as defined by the IEA framework above.  However, in light of the assessment of the 

convergence of renewable electricity and EV markets in many key regions, the research also considers (albeit 

with less weighting in the scoring) Japanese corporate activity in EV markets, especially where the company 

being assessed is articulating such a convergence as part of its business strategy. 

 

Renewable Energy Procurement Trends 
The use of renewable energy directly by a company and by its supply chain is an increasingly important way to 

meet corporate greenhouse gas reduction targets.  For example, the RE100 initiative is a global grouping of 

companies committed to procuring 100% of their electricity from renewable sources by a specified year.  It 

includes over 100 large companies such as Apple, BMW, General Motors, Google, HP, Johnson & Johnson, 

Microsoft, Nestle, P&G, Ricoh, Unilever and Walmart.  Corporate initiatives such as this will play a key role in 

driving development of renewable capacity globally to cater for corporate global operations and energy use.   

Other companies also include renewable strategies for part of their global operations such as Toyota, which 

opted for 100% renewable sourcing for its US headquarters as part of its corporate global 2050 target of 

eliminating operational greenhouse gas emissions.   

It is therefore clear that a large number of global companies have a vested interest in seeing the rapid 

proliferation of renewable generation capacity to enable them to procure, at reasonable cost and on a global 

basis, renewable electricity.  Increasingly these global companies are urging their supply chains to adopt similar 

preferences towards sourcing renewable power. 

About the analysis in this report 

The analysis in this report tracks activity and commitments by Japanese companies on a global scale towards 

renewable energy procurement but does NOT equate greenhouse gas net zero/reduction targets with renewable 

energy uptake.  The analysis recognises that there is a spectrum of corporate strategies from targeting 100% 

renewable energy globally through to partial use of renewable energy at some locations to greenhouse gas 

emissions reductions with no mention of renewable energy at all.   The corporations are scored on their 

renewable energy strategies within this spectrum. 

 

http://there100.org/companies
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/toyota-motor-north-america-commits-to-100-renewable-energy-contract-with-mp2-energy-300282192.html
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Japan and Global Renewable Energy Markets 
Analysis from the IEA and BNEF suggests that solar and wind will make up the most significant share of future 

markets for equipment and services related to new power generation installation, with renewable energy 

sources making up almost three quarters of a $10.2 trillion global spending 2017-2040.  The IEA notes in its 

latest Medium-Term Renewable Energy Market Report 2016 that strong domestic government policy favoring 

renewable energy is a key factor in that country's strengths in the technologies and services associated with the 

renewable energy value chain.  Japan has long had aspirations of global strength in environmental and 

renewable energy markets.  In the 1990s when Japan's economy was stagnating, MITI (now known as METI as 

responsible for energy and industrial policy) devised the New Sunshine Project a long-term plan to develop cost 

effective new energy technologies.  A key thrust of this was to reduce the cost of solar PV technology.  In its 

2003 Energy White Paper Japan's METI noted that new energy technologies could revitalise the economy and 

points to solar and wind as technology areas that need development.   

In the early to mid 2000s Japan was indeed a leader in solar PV technology, a trend facilitated by government 

policies for feed-in-tariffs and the above mentioned government programs.   Companies such as Sharp Solar, 

Kyocera, Mitsubishi Electric and Sanyo were early leaders in global markets.1  By 2014 however, as Japan's 

renewable policy shifted in favor of clean coal, there were no Japanese companies in the top ten in a market 

dominated by the US and China.  The wind power markets continue to be dominated by US/European/Chinese 

companies globally, supported by favourable domestic policy in home markets, 2 a trend not seen in Japan. 

The table below shows the evolution of wind and solar power generation capacity (IEA data) in four key markets 

from a low base in 2005 with "business as usual" predictions 3 for 2021 noted.  Acceleration of solar and wind 

from 2012 in Germany and China especially is evident, compared to slow growth for Japan. 

 IEA Data for Solar and Wind Share of Total Power Generation Capacity 

Country 2005 2008 2012 2014 2015 2021 

Japan 
Solar: 0.1% 
Wind: 0.1% 

Solar: 0.2 % 
Wind: 0.2% 

Solar: 0.7% 
Wind: 0.4% 

Solar: 2.3% 
Wind: 0.5% 

Solar: 3% 
Wind: 1% 

Solar: 3% 
Wind: 1% 

United States Solar: 0% 
Wind: 0.4% 

Solar: 0% 
Wind: 1.2% 

Solar: 0.5% 
Wind: 3.3% 

Solar: 0.5% 
Wind: 4.2% 

Solar: 1% 
Wind: 4 % 

Solar: 2% 
Wind: 5% 

Germany Solar: 0.2% 
Wind: 4.3% 

Solar: 0.6% 
Wind: 6.3% 

Solar: 4% 
Wind: 8 % 

Solar: 5.7 % 
Wind: 9.1% 

Solar: 6 % 
Wind: 14% Both: 34% 

China Solar: 0% 
Wind: 0% 

Solar: 0% 
Wind: 0.4% 

Solar: 0% 
Wind: 1.9% 

Solar: 0.5% 
Wind: 2.7% 

Solar: 2% 
Wind: 6% 

Solar: 6% 
Wind: 9% 

 

                                                                 

1 Top Ten PV Manufacturers from 2000 to Present, Renewable Energy World, January 2014 

2 Fostering a renewable energy technology industry, Science Direct, J Lewis, R Wiser, Science Direct, March 2007 

3 IEA "business as usual' scenario does not account for a potential accelerated shift to renewables due to 2C climate scenarios 

https://about.bnef.com/new-energy-outlook/
https://www.iea.org/bookshop/734-Medium-Term_Renewable_Energy_Market_Report_2016
https://www.iea.org/policiesandmeasures/pams/japan/name-21045-en.php
http://www.enecho.meti.go.jp/about/whitepaper/2004html/1-3-2.html
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2014/01/top-ten-pv-manufacturers-from-2000-to-present-a-pictorial-retrospective.html
http://www.ren21.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/17-8399_GSR_2017_Full_Report_0621_Opt.pdf
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421506002606
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Thus the data above points to the recent decline of Japanese global competitiveness in renewable energy 

markets, particularly solar, at the expense of China, Germany and the US. 

However, in the long term the analysis in this report suggests that Japan could reverse this trend with strong 

government policy support and its companies could expand in markets created by the $10 trillion spending 

2017-2040 on new electricity generation capacity of which BNEF predicts will be dominated by wind and solar.    

 

 The renewable markets are in their early growth stages.  The proliferation of solar and wind power in 

the US, China, Asia and Europe is relatively low and the technology and competitive landscape 

changing.  Japanese companies have strong core competences in R&D and manufacturing to regain 

market share. 

 Japan has niche but global strengths in key technologies vital to the solar/wind renewable value chains.  

It is a global leader in storage technologies (large-scale Li Ion battery technology leaders like Panasonic) 

while players like Asahi Kasei and Toray Industries have strengths in components and materials used in 

solar, wind and renewable equipment.  These can be built on. 

 Japan remains a world leader in electric vehicles and should the Tesla-business model of the 

convergence of EV-home solar-grid develop into a global market reality, Japanese government support 

and recognition of this convergence could secure the Japanese automaker's position in the global 

rankings over European and US rivals. 

 However, the IEA and other analysis point to a strong correlation between domestic energy policy and 

global competitiveness of a country's companies in related markets.  Japan's unique energy policies 

favouring coal power over solar/wind both domestically and overseas will severely disadvantage its 

technology companies compared to Chinese, German and US players in global markets.   

 The analysis from IEA and BNEF noted in the first part of this chapter indicate the dominant future role 

in new power generation markets by solar and wind globally compared to coal, which will be phased 

out to 2030.  It is thus unlikely Japan's clean coal technologies will gain significant market share outside 

of Japan. Furthermore, the analysis presented in the next section shows far more top Japanese 

companies have strategies aligned with solar/wind related business areas than coal. 

 

  

https://about.bnef.com/new-energy-outlook/
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Japanese Corporations and Energy  

Introduction 

This research assessed the top 100 companies by revenue in the Nikkei 225 which together are worth 230 

trillion yen in stock market value and employ over 7 million people in Japan and represent a broad spectrum of 

sectors across technology, manufacturing, business and consumer services.  It assessed each of the company's 

exposure to coal and renewable energy, scored separately by two criteria. 

 Energy Business: the extent to which the company has current business or future business strategy in 

either renewable markets (as outlined in the chapter above) or electricity generation from coal. 

 Energy Procurement: the extent to which the company has current or future strategy to procure 

electricity generated from either renewable sources or coal. 

The methodology is summarised in Appendix A and the full results of the analysis of the entire Nikkei 100 are 

available in a download at the following URL landing page.   

 

The Nikkei Top 10 Summarised  

The scoring for the top ten companies by revenue in the Nikkei 100 are summarised below.  In the 5-point 

scoring scale (0 to 4) a higher score indicates greater corporate activity for coal/renewable energy in Energy 

Business and Energy Procurement.  Full details of scoring criteria used are explained in detail in Appendix A.    

The results show a clear preference for renewable energy in both Energy Business and Energy Procurement 

over coal energy for the Top 10 companies. 

 

  2016 Data Energy Business Energy Procurement 

Com pany  
Revenue, 

trillion yen 
Em ployees  Coa l Score 

Renewable 

Score 
Coa l Score 

Renewable 

Score 

Toyota Motor  28.4 348,877 0 3 1 3 

Honda Motor 14.6 208,399 1 3 1 2 

Nissan Motor 12.2 152,421 0 3 1 3 

NTT 11.5 241,448 0 1 0 1 

http://indexes.nikkei.co.jp/en/nkave/index/component
https://influencemap.org/report/Solving-Climate-Change-Can-Japan-Show-Leadership-ac0c71365ca3e2cf3c6cbbd5ecd1a914
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Hitachi  10.0 335,244 3 2 1 2 

Softbank Group  9.1 63,591 0 2 0 2 

JXTG Holdings  8.7 11,521 2 1 0 1 

Aeon 8.2 135,058 0 1 0 2 

Toyota Tsusho  8.2 58,082 1 2 0 1 

Sony  8.1 125,300 0 1 0 3 

 

Sc oring Color Key 

Coal Score 0 1 2 3 4 

Renewables Score 0 1 2 3 4 

 

The Nikkei 100 - Analysis of Energy Business Strategy 

The following is a summary of the Nikkei 100 companies in terms of the preference they show to either coal or 

renewable in their Energy Business strategy.  Clear preference indicates a difference of 2 or more between the 

coal and renewable score while some preference indicates a difference of 1.  No preference indicates the same 

score for both energy forms.  The proportion of the total employees and market value of the Nikkei 100 

companies represented by these groups are also given. 

 

Energy Business: Coal vs. Renewables 
Number of 

Companies 

Employees 

Represented 

Market Value 

Represented 

 Clear reference for coal 3 98,725 (1%) 6 tn yen (2%) 

 Some preference for coal 10 324,184 (5%) 13  tn yen  (5%) 

  No preference 34 2,618,744 (39%) 109  tn yen  (41%) 

 Some preference for renewables 16 1,152,574 (17%) 40 tn yen  (15%) 

 Clear preference for renewables 37 2,562,264 (38%) 97 tn yen  (37%) 
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The results show over half the companies with Energy Business strategies aligned more with renewable markets 

compared with the coal electricity value chain.  Comments by sector are noted below.  The following is based on 

an exhaustive study of company disclosures with the evidence used for analysis provided in URL hyperlinks on 

the InfluenceMap website. 

Nikkei Sub 

Sectors 
Summary of Alignment of Energy Business with Renewable vs. Coal 

 
Construction, 

Machinery, Other 

Manufacturing, 

Real Estate, 

Some preference for renewables 

Construction companies Obayashi and Kajima, as well as real estate company Mitsui Fudosan 

and Daiwa, show a preference for renewables over coal through their involvement in 

constructing and operation of wind, biomass and solar power plants, as well as 'zero carbon' 

buildings that integrate renewable generation.  Machinery companies such as Jtekt Corp, Daikin 

Industries and IHI Corp have some, limited business interest in both renewables and coal.   

Komatsu shows clear preference for coal in its business in mining and construction equipment. 

Chemicals, 

Glass & Ceramics 

Nonferrous Metals, 

Steel 

 

Some preference for renewables 

Chemical companies Asahi Kasei and Toray Industries have strong business strategies in key 

materials in the renewable energy supply chain such as separators for lithium-ion batteries, 

materials for solar cells, and carbon fiber products for use in wind turbines.  The chemicals 

industry also have some business interests in coal, for example, Sumitomo Chemical is involved 

in developing technologies to filter CO2 from emissions, and has identified coal power 

generation as one potential market for this.  Steel companies Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal 

have business interests spread across the coal and renewable supply chain, producing materials 

and engineering products for use in both thermal power, renewables infrastructure. 

Trading Companies 

Some preference for coal 

Trading companies Mitsui & Co, Marubeni and Itochu have a split of interests between 

renewable and coal energy but generally appear to have greater interests in coal.  These 

companies, despite having investments in renewable energy projects, are also involved in 

financing coal power plants, and also have active business lines in the coal supply chain, e.g. 

owning or operating coal mining and transportation facilitates in Indonesia and Australia.   

Automotive 

Clear preference for renewables 

The automotive sector showed a clear preference for business related to renewables through its 

development of technology related to electric transportation.  Toyota, Honda and Nissan 

communicate strategic targets for transforming their product lines towards zero-emission 

vehicles, clearly indicating that these technologies will become important to business models.   

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-67ac04913fb99f3cfc9e86b90978651e
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-c2916de03f9ebbc88fbd60f64c9160fb
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-c960b7021b67173d994a84276d6b2a66
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Revenues-from-renewables-da458b305c141f75cbf1bb6f3b8aa4fe
https://influencemap.org/score/Daikin-Industries-Q2-D1-a9613a462e15a2da01a23a0739588cd4
https://influencemap.org/score/Komatsu-Q2-D1-247632bb672ef368a1768a124df689e4
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-aeb98868d779c879bb1e852ec00a5e95
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-405ac102469a9258da5074cfb14c3479
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-c1bb2cf6e228b130ef21a3c4c29b4dec
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strategy-related-to-coal-d0b0fb577be618afc8a89e76c40be2b0
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Revenues-related-to-coal-e2e2c40de4caf8fe7e1b1793f1039335
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Revenues-from-renewables-e924afc8e19c37b7b7b317f1c5ddc4da
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-f407b95c6444c24898ffe3c11f8c08b6
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-42d54389ee273f60b26f6e658bb95b11
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Revenues-from-coal-f1773effce804408d11a0a336eaef118
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Revenues-from-coal-f1773effce804408d11a0a336eaef118
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-b6e8a47ecc532fb722c1c3f765ccc881
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7cd6eb6b378f3a1dfca2d1dc45762453
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-cdd78a047c2d8c89776e775aaccce97e
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Telecoms 

Clear preference for renewables 

Despite renewable business interests not challenging the core business models of 

communications companies like Softbank and Nippon Telegraph & Telephone, both have active 

auxiliary businesses in installing and operating renewable energy production facilities.  No 

company in the communications sector showed significant business interest in coal. 

Machinery, 

Electric Machinery 

Some preference for renewables 

Companies like Hitachi, Toshiba and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries have significant business 

interests in infrastructure and technology for renewables including wind, solar and geothermal 

as well as energy storage solutions. However, these companies also have major business interest 

related to the construction of thermal power plants and are developing ‘clean coal’ technologies 

such as CCS.  Other technology companies however, such as Panasonic and Kyocera, have much 

stronger interests in renewables through significant business in solar panel manufacturing and 

plant construction. Fujitsu and NEC are involved in the development of smart-grid technology 

which, despite benefiting indirectly from both energy sources, is more suitable for renewables 

due to its designed ability to integrate distributed energy sources into the grid. 

Electric-Power, 

Petroleum 

Some preference for coal 

Electric utility companies Chubu, Kansai and Tokyo Electric Power have clear business interests in 

both coal and renewable energy, although show some preference for coal.  For example, coal 

energy made up 24% of Chubu Electric Power's generated and procured energy in 2016, whilst 

renewable and hydroelectric generation made up 16%.  In other parts of the energy sector, 

there was mixed preference for both coal and renewables. Energy company JXTG Holdings, 

whilst primarily engaged in oil and gas business, showed some preference for coal through its 

involvement in selling coal to industrial customers.  On the other hand, Showa Shell Sekiyu, also 

primarily engaged in oil and gas, showed a preference for renewables through its development 

of its thin-film solar cell business and solar power operations. 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/-7f18a3aaa65b43557fe7e6b5c944341a
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-46afec35c471b9e844e59718c14b9ea3
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-cb0b98f941ad6aabeb6d71034b6bc884
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-1f57e1cbe0cf1ee4fe78afd5361d621b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-0762d13aff1ee3237e9a02cdca132f07
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-24e6e76bd12c0c14f4909731516fbc5c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-ea4c461111888e20cebc7c5a4e26d8c0
https://influencemap.org/score/Toshiba-Q2-D1-f4fd642acd773722bce8b992d0215603
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-7946bee5b75bca8f3f504e120bdd2e4c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-d7d1872bbb7b728d28385378645947f1
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-0a9035e4276aca6d193e827279bcb323
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-898b4534fb0fcb190ca767df0a9b8291
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-65e34f28fd408ebd742d5a642861157c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-3cce14674548f8ad94cc57391e2e91b0
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-cfefc9cd05225b5195a53ba8491ecef3
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The Nikkei 100 - Energy Procurement Analysis 

The following chart shows the breakdown Nikkei 100 companies by their preference for Energy Procurement of 

coal or renewables electricity to power the companys' operations.  Clear preference indicates a difference of 2 

or more between the coal and renewable score while some preference indicates a difference of 1.  No 

preference indicates the same score for both energy forms.  The proportion of the total employees and market 

value of the Nikkei 100 companies represented by these groups are also given. 

 

Many companies across different sectors have made plans to increase their renewables usage, both 

domestically and overseas, and have tied these plans either specific sourcing targets or efforts to implement 

GHG emission reduction targets.  Outside renewables, few companies have specified energy preferences. These 

results show again a clear alignment with renewable energy over coal for the companies.  61% have a 

preference for renewable energy procurement in their current and future as stated in their annual reports, 

financial and other disclosures.  Full details of evidence used to score are contained within the URLs provided in 

the table. 

Energy Procurement: Coal vs. 

Renewables 

Number of 

Companies 

Employees 

Represented 

Market Value 

Represented 

 Clear reference for coal 10 597,539 (9%) 10  tn yen  (4%) 

 Some preference for coal 6 454,311 (7%) 9  tn yen  (3%) 

  No preference 23 1,399,934 (21%) 68  tn yen  (26%) 

 Some preference for renewables 24 1,689,168 (25%) 57  tn yen  (21%) 

 Clear preference for renewables 37 2,615,539 (39%) 120  tn yen  (45%) 

Nikkei Sub 

Sectors 
Summary of Energy Procurement with Renewable vs. Coal 

Construction, 

Machinery, 

Other 

Manufacturing, 

Real Estate 

Clear preference for renewables 

Construction Obayashi Corp and Kajima have communicated on the need for increasing renewable 

electricity procurement whilst setting ambitious GHG emission reduction targets of 85% by 2030 and 

100% by 2050 respectively. Machinery companies have also specified some interest in sourcing 

renewable electricity. For example, Daikin Industries has set a target for sourcing 5% of its electricity 

from renewables by 2025, whilst Komatsu has communicated a strategy to increase its renewable 

sourcing and has set a global GHG emissions target of 50% by 2030. 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-1e710c80aa9b42aa4d86c966b15002a7
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-00fa4a4524bb208db4c003a3662cb118
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-17ae16b215e45bfdb213c576f642a511
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-09a0ab117562c1cb15a679eba9569b33
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-2dd08008d37c4e1672f903385e4d161a
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-9b7b623adc2848c6f8b3bedddf067d5e
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Automotive 

Clear preference for renewables 

Toyota, Honda and Nissan have made strong commitments or set specific targets to reduce GHG 

emissions in their operations and have articulated specific strategies to increase renewable usage as a 

way of achieving this.  On top of this Toyota has made 100% renewable commitments in its overseas 

operations in North America.   

Chemicals, 

Glass & 

Ceramics, 

Nonferrous 

Metals, Steel 

Clear preference for coal 

Coal products appear to make up a significant proportion of fuel sourced for electricity for Mitsubishi 

Materials, Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal and Toray Industries.  Despite this some companies, for 

example chemical company Asahi Kasei Corp, have a clear interest in renewables usage. 

Machinery, 

Electric 

Machinery 

Clear preference for renewables 

Fujitsu, Sony and Ricoh have all communicated strong strategies on increasing renewables usage, with 

Ricoh joining the RE100, indicating a target of 100% renewable electricity procurement and Fujitsu and 

Sony tying their renewables strategies to ambitious GHG emission reduction targets.  Whilst some 

companies, such as Toshiba, have some reliance on coal, the majority of companies including Canon, 

Panasonic and NEC Corp have communicated an interest in renewables without specifying a 

corresponding interest in coal. 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-2fcb8a8860bb206f5e90c794641f4750
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-b27567ab8d8ee128e17c4882d00db43d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-d392a20aa7c1f120ea01d45c52719ee6
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-25471abc5cadefe7068291b4df324833
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-dc5cec88f21a7d20bfcde7dec06b5096
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-4c2e76489b90b3a7aa7dde5dbbfdceeb
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-6bd98402f6dde2bcebc00fa18480e6e3
https://influencemap.org/evoke/284424/edit
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-76b95bb701c68bfaa07b0c2f0f2cb222
https://influencemap.org/score/Ricoh-Q3-D1-410366ef9c79195619e9623124e79c7c
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-edfa90ab2b8e1e67cf8d140aa1d71478
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-14d0efe988e2682cd97819cd16912848
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Japan's Domestic Coal Policy 

Introduction 

As a resource poor nation, the Japanese government has taken a strong role in ensuring energy security and 

since the oil shocks of the 1970s when it produced most if its electric power from petroleum combustion, it has 

embarked on a program of diversification to nuclear, gas, coal and renewables.  Public concern over safety has 

been a key hurdle for the nuclear sector and the Fukushima disaster and nuclear shutdown provided another 

pivotal moment for energy policy in Japan.  The disappearance of nuclear from the generation profile following 

the 2011 Fukushima disaster was accompanied by efficiency gains and decreased industrial activity but also a 

13% increase in coal generated power between 2011 and 2014.  Solar power also increased substantially, but 

from a far smaller baseline.  

The following charts show the domestic total electricity generation by source. The data for 2000, 2010 and 2014 

is from the International Energy Agency (IEA). The 2030 projections were formulated by METI. Full details of the 

raw data from which these charts were compiled may be found at the following report landing page. 

 
*Other = other renewables i.e. biofuels and waste. Although hydro is a renewable energy source, it is shown separately  
*Other = includes biofuels and waste. The total electricity generation by RES for 2030 is estimated at 22-24%. 

 

http://www.iea.org/statistics/statisticssearch/report/?country=JAPAN&product=electricityandheat&year=2000
http://www.meti.go.jp/
https://influencemap.org/report/Solving-Climate-Change-Can-Japan-Show-Leadership-ac0c71365ca3e2cf3c6cbbd5ecd1a914
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Japan's New Coal Power Plants and Local Government 

Significant new coal power stations are planned throughout Japan as show below.  While Japan has a more 

centrally planned energy policy than European or North American nations, implementation of power projects is 

by the regional power companies with many of the required permits granted by prefectural governments who 

in theory have the power to block or delay plans.  Prefectures where the government has shown opposition to 

new coal power plants or voiced support of renewable power generation are indicated in the map.   Further 

details of how local government in Japan has diverged from the central government’s stance on coal energy are 

in Appendix C. 

 

 

 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/Limited-support-for-coal-energy-93c8fd08a27e0271148da8ffc5ddda5f
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Japan's Overseas Electric Power Funding 

Introduction 

Japan's domestic and overseas energy policies are closely linked.  According to the Japan Bank for International 

Cooperation, a major conduit of overseas aid for Japan, the basis of its energy financing outside of Japan is to  

"To ensure economic security, Japan needs to build up stable economic relations with countries endowed with 

natural resources." 4    

The following charts show the funding of overseas electricity generation via its overseas grant, credit and loan 

assistance programs, by fuel type and by total projected generation capacity.  The data for the 2000-2011 and 

2012-2017 was compiled from the websites of the two main public finance agencies, JBIC and NEXI and refer to 

projects actually commissioned during these time periods that utilized these Japanese sources of finance.  The 

projection data refers to projects planned for commissioning between 2017 and 2030 and was aggregated from 

JBIC and NEXI and also the technical assistance agency JICA, which provides loans and grant aid to support 

projects which may lead to them being implemented with financial assistance through the two public finance 

arms. 5 

 

 Given there is a 5-10 year lag between Japanese domestic energy policy changes and any resulting 

commissioning of overseas projects, it appears clear that prior to the Fukushima disaster in 2011, Japan 

was phasing out its support for overseas thermal coal generation primarily in favor of nuclear, but also of 

natural gas and renewable energy.  Coal share decreased by more than 50% while renewable share 

increased significantly from a low base in 2000 through to 2017. 

 Projects conceived after the Fukushima disaster are evident in the third chart, the Planned Projects, and 

see the share of coal in Japan's overseas electricity generation mix increase by 450%, with the share held 

by renewables decreasing.  The amount of coal generation projects Japan currently has in its public 

financing pipeline, if realized, would be equal to around a quarter of Japan's total generation capacity.  

Distribution of these power projects is shown in the map below.     

Full details of the raw data from which these charts were compiled may be found at the following report landing 

page. 

                                                                 

4 JBIC Website, accessed April 2017 

5 Care is taken to ensure there is no double counting of projects being planned and commissioned in the time spans indicated. 

http://www.jbic.go.jp/en/finance/resource
http://www.jbic.go.jp/en/finance/resource
http://www.jbic.go.jp/en
http://www.nexi.go.jp/en/
http://www.jbic.go.jp/en
http://www.nexi.go.jp/en/
https://www.jica.go.jp/english/
https://influencemap.org/report/Solving-Climate-Change-Can-Japan-Show-Leadership-ac0c71365ca3e2cf3c6cbbd5ecd1a914
https://influencemap.org/report/Solving-Climate-Change-Can-Japan-Show-Leadership-ac0c71365ca3e2cf3c6cbbd5ecd1a914
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The distribution of these planned projects which will involve thermal coal generation in the pipeline 

(assessments under way, loan granted and construction planned or construction underway prior to 

commissioning) supported by Japan's overseas public finance institutions JICA, JBIC and NEXI are noted below, 

by geography. 
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The Energy Policy Process in Japan 
Government policy in Japan is formulated by close cooperation between industry, the bureaucracy and the 

ruling political party (which has been the LDP for most of the post WWII era) with relatively little input from 

non-governmental or civil society representatives.  Japan has an active energy policy based on ensuring a stable, 

safe and cost-effective supply.  The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) has the main remit and has 

traditionally worked closely with the powerful Keidanren (Japan Business Federation) who in turn is influenced 

strongly by Japan's energy intensive using sectors (steel, cement, chemicals etc.).  Both the Keidanren and METI 

are also influenced by Japan's ten regional power companies who between them operate Japan's two domestic 

power grids and who tend to be fairly conservative, resisting liberalization.   

Entity Positions on coal vs. renewable electricity 

Ruling Party (LDP) 

The Cabinet (controlled by the ruling LDP under Shinzo Abe, Prime Minister) appears to strongly support 

coal energy funding overseas and in maintaining a high share of coal in the domestic energy mix in order 

to minimize the economic impact of the loss of nuclear power post Fukushima. 

METI 

METI supports the sustained use of coal as considered the most reliable source of electricity. METI 

minister has been supporting financing of coal projects by financial institutions JBIC and NEXI.   METI has 

offered very limited support for policy that incentivizes renewable energy production, and in 2017 it 

pledged to cut feed-in tariffs for renewables. 

Japan Business 

Federation 

(Keidanren) 

Keidanren maintains strong support for coal power generation. Evidence suggests it has advocated 

directly to METI to maintain the efficient use of fossil fuels including coal. 

Regional Electric 

Power companies 

The Federation of Electric Power Companies (FEPC) appears to support both coal and renewable energy 

sources. While it advocates for an increased share of renewables in Japan’s energy mix, it also support 

the continued use of coal to ensure stability of energy supply.  

Energy Intensive 

Users 

This group is strongly in favour of coal over renewable energy with the powerful steel sector trade group 

having stated that Japan has no choice but to depend more on fossil fuels. 

Local Government 

Japan's prefectural governments have permitting power over new power projects and have shown a 

spectrum of views on new coal projects vs. renewables.  See the Chapter " Japan's Domestic Coal Policy" 

and Appendix C. 

http://www.fepc.or.jp/english/energy_electricity/company_structure/
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-80b44f405cec2bff437084f7d874c455
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-3ef18dfb9f92e74024c6c1230c5fc0a1
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-f6a27cc5cfa5a8d20c21eeb16d5e9a43
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-3cea6c94ee8f5cf7fe51b6b326696f0b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-maintenance-of-high-GHG-emissions-energy-mix-dcdc63042a470ef9526bcd9b409496e6
https://influencemap.org/influencer/The-Federation-of-Electric-Power-Companies-of-Japan-FEPC-7e8984a6b9aac3f3c0623c9d82786b5c/projectlink/The-Federation-of-Electric-Power-Companies-of-Japan-FEPC-in-Climate-Change-dc6a7fe048123eb2569bd028caee2389
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-opposing-measures-to-transition-the-energy-mix-b3ceb70bbc222036773ee09fcabf9e9d
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-96da96a210ce79ec27685a6ba7ab227d
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-opposing-measures-to-transition-the-energy-mix-e7d772ee88c38d6c97c1fd5ad988362c
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The following influence map applies to domestic and overseas energy policy with many of the players common 

to both.  The key indicates the relative power of each, their positions on coal vs. renewable energy and the 

means of influencing policy.  Minor actors such as media, NGOs and the Ministry of Environment are not 

included in the graphic below but their positions on Japanese energy policy are noted in detail in Appendix B. 

 

Energy Policy Influence Map 
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The Keidanren-METI-Cabinet Power Structure 

When it comes to industrial policy formulation in Japan, the concentration of power between three 

organizations representing industry, the bureaucracy and elected politicians has been commented on in the 

context of energy policy. 6,7  The three entities in this structure are described in the context of the concentration 

of heavy industry and energy intensive sectors who appear to dominate the advisory groups behind the policy 

formulation. 

 

 The Japan Business Federation, or Keidanren (representing industry) a membership based industry group 

with "1,350 representative companies of Japan, 109 nationwide industrial associations and 47 regional 

economic organizations."  It is based on Tokyo with 227 staff. 

 The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) (representing the bureaucracy) whose stated remit 

is to "develop Japan’s economy and industry by focusing on promoting economic vitality in private 

companies and smoothly advancing external economic relationships, and to secure stable and efficient 

supply of energy and mineral resources."   

 The Cabinet (representing elected politicians) has been dominated by the incumbent Liberal Democratic 

Party (LDP) since 1955 and is currently headed by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. 

 

The stances towards the recent development of coal and renewable electricity in Japan domestically and by 

extension, overseas aid funding policy for power development, of the three entities is outlined in detail in 

Appendix B.  In short, the position of all three favors the development of large-coal power generation by the 

existing regional power companies over rapid scaling up of solar and wind power in a more liberalized electricity 

generation market place. 

At the core of the industrial/energy policy-making processes within the entities above are their advisory groups 

made up, not of staff, but of outside experts and industry representatives.  These outside experts are primarily 

academics from key universities and think tanks affiliated with leading financial and industrial groupings 8 with 

very minority representation from trade unions, NGOs, media and local government.  While these groups do not 

formulate policy directly, they engage in important consensus building debates that are communicated to 

decision makers in Keidanren-METI-Cabinet structure.   The following table illustrates the nature of the industry 

representation in the key advisory groups within this framework.  Information on membership is the taken from 

organizational websites as of July 2017.  Only advisory groups relevant to energy policy are listed. 

                                                                 

6 Vested interests, energy efficiency and renewables in Japan, Espen Moe, Science Direct, 2012 

7 Climate Politics in Japan, Ken Sofer, Sasakawa USA Forum Issue 1, 2016 

8 Nomura Research Institute, Japan Research Institute, Mitsubishi Research Institute, Daiwa Institute of Research etc. 

http://www.keidanren.or.jp/en/profile/pro001.html
http://www.meti.go.jp/english/aboutmeti/profiles/aMinister.html
http://www.cao.go.jp/index-e.html
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421511007841?via%3Dihub
https://spfusa.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Sofer-Climate-Politics-in-Japan.pdf
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The following can be noted from the makeup of these key advisory groups. 

 The Keidanren is represented in the all the key groups in METI and the Cabinet where industrial policy is 

debated. 

 Within Keidanren committees dealing with energy issues the chairs are all from energy intensive, fossil 

fuel supply or heavy industrial sectors. 

 Industry representation from companies and sector trade groups in METI energy-related advisory groups 

is primarily from heavy industry, the fossil fuel sector and energy intensive sectors. 

 Industry representation from technology, automotive, telecommunications and 

homebuilding/construction (all sectors more aligned with renewable energy than coal in both their 

Energy Business and Energy Procurement strategies) is weak. 

Advisory group Energy policy area Key corporate and other members 

METI: Industrial Structure Council 
Energy and industrial policy 

in context of climate 

Keidanren, Itochu, Komatsu, Saki Corporation, + 

16 academics/think tanks 

METI: Advisory Committee for 

Natural Resources and Energy (4 

subcommittees involved in energy 

issues) 

The main forum for 

discussion of Japan's energy 

policy and plans 

Keidanren, Komatsu, Nihon Dento, Nissan, 

Mitsubishi Corp, Sumitomo Metal Mining, Mitsui 

Petroleum, Sumitomo Mitsui Bank, ENEOS, KHI, 

Tokyo Gas, JXTG Holdings, Sumitomo, FEPC and 

KEPCO (regional power reps) + 38 

academics/think tanks + 9 others 

METI: Procurement Price Calculation 

Committee 

Renewable energy feed in 

tariff system 

5 academics/think tanks (no industry 

representation) 

Keidanren: Committee on 

Comprehensive Strategy 

Overall industrial policy 

positions 
Toray Industries chairs the committee 

Keidanren: Committee on Industrial 

Competitiveness 

Energy Issues related to 

global competitiveness 
Nippon Steel, Itochu chairs the committee 

Keidanren: Committee on Energy and 

Resources 

Positions on Japan's energy 

policy formulated 

Showa Denko, Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding 

chairs the committee 

Cabinet Office: Council on Economic 
and Fiscal Policy 

Advises the Prime Minister 

and Cabinet on energy 

policy  

Prime Minister & 5 cabinet members, Keidanren, 
Suntory Holdings, 2 academics/think tanks 

http://www.meti.go.jp/english/committee/#industrial_structure_council
http://www.meti.go.jp/english/committee/#advisory_committee_for_anre
http://www.meti.go.jp/english/committee/#advisory_committee_for_anre
http://www.meti.go.jp/committee/gizi_0000015.html
http://www.meti.go.jp/committee/gizi_0000015.html
http://www5.cao.go.jp/keizai-shimon/index_en.html
http://www5.cao.go.jp/keizai-shimon/index_en.html
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Appendix A: Assessment Methodology 

This research assessed the top 100 companies by revenue in the Nikkei 225 which together constitute 85% of 

revenue of the entire Nikkei 225 group of leading Japanese companies - a total of 370 trillion yen (over $3tn) or 

close to 70% of Japan's GDP.  The 100 companies employ over 7 million people in Japan and represent a broad 

spectrum of sectors across technology, manufacturing, business and consumer services.  It assessed each of the 

company's exposure to coal and renewable energy, scored separately by two criteria, Energy Business and 

Energy Procurement and scored the strength of strategy as it is connected with either coal or renewables.  The 

methodology is summarised below. 

 

Energy Business  

Energy Business Area Examples of Coal Business  Examples of Renewables Business  

Supply of Electric Power 
Tokyo Electric Power generates 

power from coal combustion 

Softbank's investments in solar and 

wind power in Japan and overseas  

Fuel Supply, Trading & 

Transport 

Itochu supplies coal to utility 

customers 
- 

Heavy Engineering & 

Infrastructure 

MHI's thermal power engineering 

business  

MHI's wind turbine and renewable 

power plan business 

Energy Technology 
Toshiba's stated commitment to CCS 

business  

Panasonic's renewable generation and 

storage technology  

 

Energy Procurement 

Example of Energy Procurement from Coal  Example of Energy Procurement from Renewables  

Kobe Steel's plans to develop coal power 

generation for its own domestic energy needs  

Toyota plans for zero CO2 emissions from its 

operations globally, with strong renewable 

commitments in certain overseas locations (e.g. US 

headquarters) 

 

 

 

http://indexes.nikkei.co.jp/en/nkave/index/component
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Scoring Scheme 

The scoring scheme assessed the Energy Business and Energy Procurement strategies of each of the Nikkei Top 

100 companies. The scoring methodology, which works on a five-point scale and is applied to both coal and 

renewable corporate strategies for business (revenue) and procurement of electric power/heating, is broken 

down into two equal assessments. 

 

• The current importance of the energy source in the company’s current business or procurement 

model.  This is assessed according to analysis based on the best, data sources made publicly available 

by the companies either through their financial reporting statements or through their responses to 

CDP 2016 Climate Change Information Request 

• The likely importance of the energy source in the company’s future business or sourcing model.  This is 

assessed by aggregating statements from the company's annual report or financial disclosures related 

to future strategy.  

 

The following table shows how the five-point scale is implemented for both the Energy Business and Energy 

Procurement criteria. 

 Energy Business: Current and 

Planned Revenue/R&D Criteria 

Score 

0 1 2 3 4 

 Current 

Business 

Strategy 

Current Revenue None Less than 2% 
Less than 

10% 
Less than 20% 

More than 

20% 

Future 

Business 

Strategy 

Potential Revenue None Less than 2% 
Less than 

10% 
Less than 20% 

More than 

20% 

R&D Activity None Basic research Some R&D 
Significant 

R&D 
Major R&D 

Stated Strategy None Basic Fair Strong Very Strong 
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Energy Procurement Criteria 
Score 

0 1 2 3 4 

 Current 

Energy 

Procurement 

Current Energy Usage None Less than 2% 
Less than 

10% 
Less than 20% 

More than 

20% 

Future 

Energy 

Procurement 

 

Energy 

Sourcing 

Target:  

Scope None Less than 2% 
Less than 

10% 
Less than 20% 

More than 

20% 

Time Frame 
None 

specified 
2050 2040 2030 Current 

Renewable 

Strategy + 

GHG 

Target: 

Proportion 
None 

specified 
10% 30% 50% 100% 

Scope None Regional Japan Global 100% 

Target Type None Reduction Net zero 
Zero 

emissions 

Global + 

Scope 2 

Self-production 
Ownership or investment in infrastructure for power production (coal or 

renewables) specifically for use to support own business activities. 
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Appendix B: Energy Policy Positions 

The following entities were assessed for their stance on coal vs. renewable energy policy using     

InfluenceMap's proprietary methodology and software for evidence based scoring.   The various entities' 

relative influence on Japan's domestic and overseas energy policy was assessed by a combination of desk 

research and consultation with over 30 persons familiar with the subject.  A score of 10 = "highly influential" 

while 0 = "no influence".    The following colour key applies. 

 

 Favors coal  Favors both  Favors renewables  No c lear position 

 

Full details of the evidence used to assess and score the following entities are included on the InfluenceMap 

portal via the web links provided in the table below. 

Entity 
Stance and 
Influence  

Comments on Energy Policy Stance 

Elected Politicians 

Cabinet  8 

The Cabinet appears to strongly support coal energy overseas and is aligned with the 

Prime Minister in maintaining a high share of coal in the energy mix. 

• Both the Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and the Chief Cabinet Secretary have pledged 

support for the deployment of Japanese high-efficiency coal technology to overseas 

coal-fired power plants, and appear to have a strong interest in developing new 

coal-related technologies. 

• However, in 2016 the Cabinet has shown some support for renewable energy as 

one of the key policy priorities in the Abe administration, and has emphasized the 

need to promote both coal and renewable energy to ensure a stable and 

economical supply of energy for Japan. 

• The Cabinet Secretariat appears to have a strong interest in building a hydrogen-

based society as shown by the meeting on renewable energy and hydrogen in April 

2017. In this instance, the Prime Minister Abe has personally expressed Japan’s 

commitment to achieve a hydrogen-based society. 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/Very-strong-policy-support-for-coal-energy-3ff464a1bdd216f8dc9035cda15bd3d5
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Very-strong-policy-support-for-coal-energy-a7b1db3197264da1df57f9e0b1de426a
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Very-strong-policy-support-for-coal-energy-a7b1db3197264da1df57f9e0b1de426a
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Very-strong-policy-support-for-coal-energy-55eee8a7540c6a42b733eaec1f8b6fa8
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-48f4a761e164717f5915110295706f33%2520%255d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Some-interest-supporting-renewable-energy-b47f3a5e0a771e1de3a63b454c46cea4
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Some-interest-supporting-renewable-energy-b47f3a5e0a771e1de3a63b454c46cea4
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strong-interest-in-supporting-renewable-energy-822284a93c7b0a7adc11a8d0d0401bbe
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strong-interest-in-supporting-renewable-energy-822284a93c7b0a7adc11a8d0d0401bbe
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Very-strong-interest-in-supporting-renewable-energy-f3ef2f212b10c664ee6d494b7d20e321
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Very-strong-interest-in-supporting-renewable-energy-f3ef2f212b10c664ee6d494b7d20e321
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Japanese 

Parliament: 

Ruling Party 

(Liberal 

Democratic Party) 

8 

The ruling party appears to strongly support energy policy that favors coal, while 

demonstrating a very limited support for renewable energy policy. 

• LDP has consistently supported the construction of new high-efficiency coal-fired 

power plants its 2016 manifesto.   

• LDP’s Research Commission for the Nuclear Energy Policy and Supply and Demand, 

headed by Fukushiro Nukaga, has advocated for a policy supporting a high share of 

base-load power supply which includes coal in Japan’s energy mix. 

• In 2016, LDP supported a proposed bill to expand activities of state-backed Japan 

Oil, Gas and Metals National Corporation (JOGMEC), which finances coal projects 

overseas. 

• Despite a general support for coal projects within the party, a minority of members 

e.g. the Minister of the Environment, Koichi Yamamoto, personally opposes the 

development of coal-fired power plants. 

Japanese 

Parliament: 

Democratic Party 

(DP) 

5 

• DP stated support for stricter regulation for construction of new coal-fired power 

plants domestically, but reportedly voted in favour of a government-proposed bill 

to increase activities of coal-financing Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National 

Corporation (JOGMEC). 

• In the party’s 2016 General Elections Manifesto, DP has pledged it would introduce 

a renewable energy target of 30%+ by 2030, and support policy to achieve cost 

reduction, dissemination and technological development of renewable energy 

sources. 

Japanese 

Parliament: Other 

Parties 

2 

• Other parties (Komeito, Japanese Communist Party, Nippon Ishin no Kai) are mostly 

aligned in supporting renewable energy and opposing coal both domestically and 

overseas.  

• The Japanese Communist Party was the only to vote against a proposed bill that 

would expand JOGMEC’s activities, which include coal production, and has been 

very vocal in opposing the bill. In 2016 it has also opposed the government’s 

decision to build new coal-fired power plants in Japan. 

• The Communist Party also supports a renewable energy target of 40% or more by 

2030. Komeito is aligned with the Communist Party in strongly supporting an 

increased share of renewables in the energy mix. 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-50809a77be5c5395f264f53b53ab9cae
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-5ad6bce17566f675a02f2e65d6539744
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-2fd1458808096220d6c0e4f8d00ce382
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-dc2c006d869b1d1087bf7293d081b0c8
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-5f6d0d4a4abcb761563e0f37573afa27
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-4fa9c46fc837084674697f0a7ef8528e
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-001b76a29b04a9ca867c9667ac57a139
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-6ac423cd12dc82bdec6e45c004a868d2
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-16a2452880e1b0eba47a2809794955ea
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-136014b7942f7b3ce1e657947f163c01
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-136014b7942f7b3ce1e657947f163c01
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-2283b60614779f724c9c13bf3704a1d4
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-7aaebdca56259a3df5aa4607241cdb77
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-1b5a7e94319d193ce480e6598b419380
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Elected local 

government 
7 

• The local governments show mixed support for the construction of new coal-fired 

power plants. The governor of Chiba, Shimane, and the local government of Miyagi 

have advocated for stricter environmental assessments ahead of construction, and 

obtained the cancellation of a new coal fired plan in Hyogo. However, some local 

governments support the construction of new plants in order to increase 

employment in the region. 

• The National Governors’ Association has advocated for the construction of new 

solar power capacity and the implementation of a newly revised FIT scheme. The 

local governor of Kanagawa, Yuji Kuroiwa has lobbied METI and MOE for a higher 

and more ambitious renewable energy target of 35% by 2030. 

Government Bureaucracy (unelected) 

Ministry of 

Economy, Trade 

and Industry 

(METI) 

10 

• METI supports the sustained use of coal as considered the most reliable source of 

electricity.  

• METI minister has been supporting financing of coal projects by financial institutions 

JBIC and NEXI, while emphasizing high costs of renewable energy production in 

2013. METI has since supported continued use of coal and in particular, high-

efficiency coal technologies in 2016. 

• METI has offered very limited support for policy that incentivizes renewable energy 

production, and in 2017 it pledged to cut feed-in tariffs for renewables. 

Ministry of 

Environment 

(MOE) 

4 

• MOE is highly supportive of an increased share of renewables in the Japanese 

energy mix, and particularly advocates for the development of offshore wind farms.  

• Domestically, MOE has repeatedly advocated for decreased dependency on coal 

from the energy mix, stressing environmental risk in financing coal projects. In an 

opinion submitted to METI in 2017, Minister Koichi Yamamoto strongly supported 

closure of domestic coal-fired power plants, and expressed major concerns over 

construction of new plants. 

• MOE generally opposes financing of coal projects overseas, with the only exception 

of coal-fired plants in developing countries where other options are not 

immediately viable. 

• Evidence suggests MOE has approved domestic coal projects in 2016 due to 

pressure from METI. 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/Limited-support-for-coal-energy-4915cc8ae54e9e93d5497266d9b165fa
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Limited-support-for-coal-energy-ea4f3dec5f9efe5b56db78d84c21f920
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Limited-support-for-coal-energy-c0b038abaa8984281a2a8d825fa76440
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strong-policy-support-for-coal-energy-b2b1e8c825e986a8301ae6b3cd0c9e12
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Limited-support-for-coal-energy-93c8fd08a27e0271148da8ffc5ddda5f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strong-policy-support-for-coal-energy-b2b1e8c825e986a8301ae6b3cd0c9e12
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strong-interest-in-supporting-renewable-energy-a7e1ddbcfb9197d8d139ed48e3c8339a
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strong-interest-in-supporting-renewable-energy-f671674f12cc1b8ffb17d0fc3775fa85
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-80b44f405cec2bff437084f7d874c455
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-3ef18dfb9f92e74024c6c1230c5fc0a1
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-a7dd1c194f68bdd4442f82b78fc03339
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-f6a27cc5cfa5a8d20c21eeb16d5e9a43
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-3cea6c94ee8f5cf7fe51b6b326696f0b
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-ed58207ad2b4b523077b5d112d7dded1
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-3ad1e3f41534e8ca02c5372ac1b83fdd
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-9074e40c8bbaeead34706feff17840e3
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-9074e40c8bbaeead34706feff17840e3
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-fd7b85007806619d8842bf1314a70116
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-8d02325c6bbd80902e88eac256bbea80
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-55d6630b605e5f9559e940fbb614f06d
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Ministry of 

Finance (MOF) 
5 

• MOF appears to be largely supportive of financing coal-related projects. 

• In 2016, the current Minister of Finance Taro Aso pledged increased support for 

renewable energy. However, in 2017, he has not renewed his pledge in 2017, 

nevertheless stating support for the acquisition of interests on overseas resources. 

Other Ministries 2 
• The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) appears to support the promotion of both 

renewable energy and high-efficiency coal-fired power plants abroad. 

Public finance 

JICA 

 

3 

• JICA appears to be mostly supportive coal energy projects overseas, while funding a 

limited number of renewable energy projects. 

• JICA maintains that the use of fossil fuels is necessary for Japan’s energy security, 

therefore it strongly promotes the construction of new high-efficiency coal-fired 

power plants. In its 2013 Strategy Paper for the Energy Sector, JICA has stated that 

improving coal-fired power generation will lead to achieve low carbon growth. 

• JICA has been supporting overseas renewable energy projects such as geothermal 

power generation. 

JBIC 3 

• JBIC seems to support a considerable number of coal energy projects overseas as 

opposed to very few renewable energy projects, primarily in South East Asian 

countries such as Indonesia, Vietnam and India. 

• In 2016, JBIC governor Akira Kondoh stated the need to promote overseas 

renewable energy projects. At the same time, executive directors of JBIC showed 

support for the continued use of coal and the continued procurement of fossil fuels 

from overseas. 

Japan 

Development 

Bank 

3 

• The Development Bank of Japan (DBJ) appears to support both renewable and coal 

energy projects. 

• In 2016, DBJ and Japan Wind Development jointly announced an agreement to 

establish the Japan Wind Development Joint Fund, the country’s first fund for wind 

power. However, the Bank has also participated in construction of high-efficiency 

coal-fired power plants in China. 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-7a3b79a318c9bebf7dd59e64c51854cf
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-4f21cbbb1d1009c297fe44a71c299926
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-ff1552ab2af07cb97cbed5fb07332f37
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-8e3c21670a1b77026b7d08ee10bd344b
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Very-strong-policy-support-for-coal-energy-e479e260e1d4d64d900929a24d29b187
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Some-interest-supporting-renewable-energy-93fa89dcc9a1722b01c0eca88d55c380
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-489e27414081feec90fe8b83ec29b21f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-338ae5ae8792a1215ac010a300ec38d2
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-b1dd44a1c6c912339a771ac9d5c981bf
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strong-interest-in-supporting-renewable-energy-c82b868bd732e506b012c27bf5ef51bc
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strong-interest-in-supporting-renewable-energy-c82b868bd732e506b012c27bf5ef51bc
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Very-strong-policy-support-for-coal-energy-56544a4171c36c604bdb1a25725509df
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-9bb6a0eb5de15285db6fcb6de56703f4
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-15133d636746a7af7d468a51d89f1a2f
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-12d16d8d43046cc9d75236dafe25ffec
http://influencemap.org/evidence/-6a78133b95f53518db913f55397e0a20
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Private Sector 

The Keidanren 

(Japan Business 

Federation) 

9 

• Keidanren maintains strong support for coal power generation. Evidence suggests it 

has advocated directly to METI to maintain the efficient use of fossil fuels including 

coal.  

• Keidanren does not appear to support renewable energy legislation and the 

Chairman of Keidanren, Sadayuki Sakakibara, has called for an overhaul of Japan’s 

renewable feed in tariff scheme. 

Electric power 

industry -  

Federation of 

Electric Power 

Companies 

(FEPC) 

8 

• The Federation of Electric Power Companies (FEPC) appears to support both coal and 

renewable energy sources. While it advocates for an increased share of renewables in 

Japan’s energy mix, it also supports the continued use of coal to ensure stability of 

energy supply.  Evidence shows its support of coal outweighs that of renewable 

power. 

• FEPC has demonstrated support for legislation on feed-in tariffs for renewable energy 

sources 

Energy intensive 

users 9 
9 

• The Japan Cement Association has actively opposed climate change regulation in 

Japan, calling for an overhaul of the Japanese government's 'unrealistic' renewable 

energy plan in 2012. It also appears to be actively opposing energy transition through 

its ongoing position on the executive board of Clean Coal Day, an event hosted by 

JCOAL which promotes coal as an energy source. 

• The Japan Chemical Industry Association has opposed the government’s renewable 

energy plan in 2011, while in 2014 it  has stated support for a continued role for coal 

in the energy mix, and in 2016 it has advocated a tax break for coal when used as raw 

material. 

• Japan Iron and Steel Federation has consistently opposed a renewable energy feed-in 

tariff, stating that it is damaging for the Japanese steel industry and calling for its 

abolishment in position papers between 2010 and 2015. It has also stated that Japan 

has no choice but to depend more on fossil fuels. JISF is also on the executive 

committee of Japan's clean coal day, an event that appears to promote the on-going 

role for coal in the world’s energy mix. 

                                                                 

9 Cement, steel, metals, chemicals and processed materials sectors 

http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-maintenance-of-high-GHG-emissions-energy-mix-dcdc63042a470ef9526bcd9b409496e6
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Mixed-support-for-renewable-energy-legislation-969bed476be9e8f759fd3ed54d6d273e
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-151ed5bfb086853ebd8ec85996b8da3a
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-96da96a210ce79ec27685a6ba7ab227d
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-7aca15aa3ca5f70ed88f6340213ced2f
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-96da96a210ce79ec27685a6ba7ab227d
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-7aca15aa3ca5f70ed88f6340213ced2f
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-4220e267ee453954c447f9527e635a63
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-ec279bcfda92a584c40093d112e666cb
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Not-supporting-renewable-energy-legislation-aed80e37125602dc26376c56220ae25b
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-maintenance-of-high-GHG-emissions-energy-mix-29fd5edea3b27fe928fed71e8b3bc13d
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-11ee0b9f707264e99a9508b0107b074c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Opposing-renewable-energy-legislation-d119526870a32bf26c62003719038ed4
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-opposing-measures-to-transition-the-energy-mix-e7d772ee88c38d6c97c1fd5ad988362c
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-maintenance-of-high-GHG-emissions-energy-mix-2b7e209cdf47740aad144db5fa1df765
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-maintenance-of-high-GHG-emissions-energy-mix-2b7e209cdf47740aad144db5fa1df765
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Other 

manufacturing 

sectors 

6 

• The Automobile Business Association of Japan (ABAJ) has advocated that the 

government should give priority to measures that ensure security of energy supply 

even when these come at the expense of emissions reduction measures, and 

maintains that the second priority should be the protection of the economy. 

• Japan Coal Energy Centre (JCOAL) directly and strongly advocates to policy makers 

that coal should be maintained as a crucial resource in the Japanese energy mix. In 

2017, JCOAL President Osamu Tsukamoto has reportedly stressed the importance of 

coal in the energy mix. JCOAL does not seem to engage with strands of policy relating 

to renewable energy. 

• The Japan Electrical Manufacturers’ Association (JEMA) has called for a general 

overhaul of the feed-in tariff scheme for renewables in 2016, maintaining that the 

burden to the public should to be reduced, while it also supports a sustained role for 

coal in the energy mix, stressing that it can be a reliable source of energy to achieve 

energy security.  

Other sectors 10 4 

• Japanese Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) seems to be active on 

several strands of climate change and energy policy, however it does not appear to be 

engaging with policy directly pertaining to renewables or coal energy.  

• Some major companies, such as Softbank’s top leadership has shown clear interest in 

ambitious renewable energy policies and has directly advocated to policy makers in 

favor of renewable energy. 

• Major companies from various sectors such as AEON (retail), Fujitsu (technology), 

RICOH, Panasonic (electronics), MUFG (financial services) are members and/or 

supporters of the business association Japan Climate Leaders' Partnership (Japan-

CLP), which strongly advocates to policy makers in favor of renewable energy sources. 

Other 

Non 

governmental 

organizations 

1 

 Perhaps the most influential NGO types in Japan on energy topics are consumer-

related organizations.  The National Association of Consumer Specialists is present 

on several METI advisory groups dealing with energy issues and in 2015 issued a 

paper supporting renewable energy over coal. 

                                                                 

10 Technology, healthcare, retail, agriculture, consumer and business services 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/-c9c90ab418e3694fcdd79264ab7d3467
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-ec279bcfda92a584c40093d112e666cb
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-9af77e09dbd4625474120d690a4205bc
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-e8ed7f2f182d3d6927c675e4c17a99c7
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Unclear-position-on-renewable-energy-legislation-aab504f750139bb89eb67d83936f2dcc
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-maintenance-of-high-GHG-emissions-energy-mix-7c3b1236ebdc66378e2360a1980c4945
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-transition-of-energy-mix-d6fd6098d3f59fdb4d4398b5701f6873
https://influencemap.org/score/Softbank-Q10-D6
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strongly-supporting-transition-of-energy-mix-ec0e3a0c3c4215b5805a4c061fca75fd
https://japan-clp.jp/index.php/company
https://japan-clp.jp/en/
http://nacs.or.jp/
http://www.meti.go.jp/english/committee/#advisory_committee_for_anre
http://nacs.or.jp/honbu/pdf/teigen/2015/chokienergymitoshi20150701.pdf
http://nacs.or.jp/honbu/pdf/teigen/2015/chokienergymitoshi20150701.pdf
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 There appear to be some non-governmental organizations operative in Japan: 

they include KIKO Network, Friends of the Earth Japan, Greenpeace Japan, 

Institute for Sustainable Energy Policies, and WWF Japan. They fully support 

renewable energy development in addition to coal phase out.  

 Local civil society groups appear to oppose the construction of new coal-fired 

power plants. The Panel for Study of Sendai Bay Coal-fired Power Plant 

Construction Issues in Sendai has voiced concerns on health risks resulting from 

environmental pollution and appears to have lobbied the Governor of Miyagi, 

advocating for more accountability from project implementers. In addition, “No 

Coal, Tokyo Bay”, Tokyo-based civil society group, lobbied local governors on 

environmental degradation. 

Japanese Media 1 No clear preference for renewables or coal electricity. 

Academia, 

research, think 

tanks 

3 

 Think tanks affiliated with leading financial and industrial groupings (Nomura 

Research Institute, Japan Research Institute, Mitsubishi Research Institute, Daiwa 

Institute of Research etc.) are well represented on Cabinet and governmental 

advisory groups on energy issues.  They provide analysis of competitiveness, 

global context and other issues and their papers are often important in the 

justification of government policy decisions.   In general, the think tanks are 

aligned with prevailing Keidanren thinking.  

 Academics from leading Japanese universities are well represented on 

government advisory committees dealing with energy policy although their actual 

level of influence proportional to their representation in numbers of persons is 

not clear. 

 Medical associations appear to support the promotion of renewable energy, 

mostly due to concerns about public health around other sources of energy. The 

Japanese medical association Hodanren has advocated to METI for a continued 

implementation of the FIT scheme and more ambitious renewable energy targets. 

Their regional branch in Hyogo has opposed the construction of new coal-fired 

power plants.   

 

 

 

http://www.kikonet.org/index.html
http://www.foejapan.org/en/
http://www.greenpeace.org/japan/ja/
http://www.isep.or.jp/en/
http://www.isep.or.jp/en/
https://sendaisekitan.wordpress.com/2017/03/29/moshiire1/
http://nocoal-tokyobay.net/2017/06/05/press-release-2/
https://www.nri.com/
https://www.nri.com/
https://www.jri.co.jp/english/
http://www.mri.co.jp/english/index.html
http://www.dir.co.jp/english/
http://www.dir.co.jp/english/
http://hodanren.doc-net.or.jp/news/teigen/141106energy.pdf
http://www.hhk.jp/topics/2016/0213-183820.php
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Overseas interests 

Multilateral 

agencies (OECD, 

IEA, UN agencies) 

2 

The OECD provides guidelines and in-depth research on fossil fuel (including coal) and 

renewable energy development, for instance through export credit. It promotes best 

practices for sustainable energy sourcing. A number of UN agencies as the UNFCCC, and 

UN-Environment strongly promote coal phase out and renewable energy development. 

International 

public finance 

(WB, ADB, 

climate funds) 

2 The World Bank has been involved in funding of overseas aid for both coal and 

renewables in a number of countries. 

 

  

http://newsroom.unfccc.int/paris-agreement/g7-leaders-declaration-addresses-paris-agreement/
http://www.unep.org/energy/what-we-do/renewable-energy
http://newsroom.unfccc.int/climate-action/renewable-energy-fully-competitive-in-many-countries/
http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2017/02/09/world-bank-approves-5525-million-grant-to-help-develop-geothermal-power-in-indonesia
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Appendix C: Local Government Policy  

While central Japanese government largely supports Japan's current coal energy policy, there is a diversity of 

opinion within the local governments around Japan.  Some of the key population centers (Tokyo, Chiba, 

Kanagawa, Hyogo), prefectures and initiatives that diverge significantly from central government on coal and 

renewables are noted below. 

Loc al Government Entity Comments on recent coal, renewables and energy policy 

National Governors’ Association, 

joint initiatives 

The National Governors’ Association has been vocal in expressing support to policy 

promoting renewables, such as feed-in tariffs, fiscal measures, information disclosure etc.  

In 2016, several cities and prefectures submitted a joint proposal to METI and MOE 

Ministers and the Chief Cabinet Secretary demanding further support to the promotion of 

renewable energy. 

Tokyo Metropolitan Government 

The Tokyo metropolitan government appears to support renewable energy generation by 

planning to introduce green bonds ahead of 2020 when it will host the Olympics. In 2013, 

the then Governor of Tokyo, Naoki Inose, proposed a plan to METI lobbying to replace old 

thermal power plants with combined cycle power plants. The 2016-elected Governor of 

Tokyo, Yuriko Koike, appears to support renewables and the introduction of green bonds. 

Kanagawa Prefectural 

Government 

The Governor of Kanagawa, Yuji Kuroiwa, appears to support renewable energy. He has 

advocated for a higher renewable energy target of 35% in Japan's 2030 energy mix, with 

the positions of the central government ministries METI and Ministry of Environment 

having less ambitious targets.  

Chiba Prefectural Government 

The governor of Chiba, Eiji Suzuki, advocated in 2016 for specific environmental 

assessment measures to mitigate and avoid the environmental impact of new coal-fired 

power plants. 

Hyogo Prefectural Government 

The Governor of Hyogo does not appear to support coal, having required stricter 

environmental assessments ahead of construction of a new plant in 2017.  The local 

governor has also announced a plan to subsidize small-scale hydroelectric power, also in 

2017. 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strong-interest-in-supporting-renewable-energy-a7e1ddbcfb9197d8d139ed48e3c8339a
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strong-interest-in-supporting-renewable-energy-f671674f12cc1b8ffb17d0fc3775fa85
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-c1af6dec5817968788264f53be186311
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-d70d6ba0427255b5be091438cf36b491
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-29d1b86764d40cd57fa27ad8183badf8
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Strong-interest-in-supporting-renewable-energy-8ba9b075fd9f53477b1bacbc754d0394
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-19d9afe8d8a57f70e9247b4a17273734
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Strong-interest-in-supporting-renewable-energy-f5f55a3b5f3044f955b8f30b1a9d1a2d
http://influencemap.org/evidence/Limited-support-for-coal-energy-4915cc8ae54e9e93d5497266d9b165fa
https://influencemap.org/evidence/-2c09252ecfe5c3d1c245df9fdf8c95e2
https://www.kankyo-business.jp/news/014893.php
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Miyagi Prefectural Government 

Miyagi Prefecture does not seem to support coal, as it has implemented policy that 

requires stricter environmental assessments ahead of the construction of fossil fuel-fired 

power plants, as reported in 2017. 

Yamaguchi Prefectural 

Government 

Yamaguchi Prefectural Government appears to oppose coal power generation, as it has 

called for a reassessment of the construction plans of a coal-fired power plant in Ube City, 

as reported in June 2015. 

Shimane Prefectural Government 

Shimane Prefectural Government has been vocal in opposing coal, and has advocated for 

stricter environmental assessments ahead of coal-fired plants construction against METI’s 

stance, as reported in August 2016. 

 

 

 

https://influencemap.org/evidence/Limited-support-for-coal-energy-c0b038abaa8984281a2a8d825fa76440
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Limited-support-for-coal-energy-e8fabe589978b1ca1287bd3c56503372
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Limited-support-for-coal-energy-e8fabe589978b1ca1287bd3c56503372
https://influencemap.org/evidence/Limited-support-for-coal-energy-ea4f3dec5f9efe5b56db78d84c21f920
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